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The underwater sound is a term used within hip hop for the composition of 
instrumental tracks that accompany vocals, typically referred to as beats. In order to produce 
the underwater sound, beatmakers use a conglomeration of multiple audio effects including but 
not limited to low pass filtering, lowering the sample rate, and channel shifting, that, when 
combined, make the listener feel as if they are hearing the song while under water. I argue that 
the underwater sound has not only a distinct, audible timbre, but that it also signifies upon 
emotional vulnerability and coping with trauma via descriptions of how beatmakers have 
produced its timbral fingerprint. My analyses are spread across three short case studies: 
Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools (Drank)” (2012), Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” (2016), and Mac 
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The underwater sound is a beatmaking effect, or more precisely, a conglomeration of 
multiple audio effects including but not limited to low pass filtering, lowering the digital 
sample rate, and channel shifting, that, when combined, make a hip hop beat sound as if it is 
being played back under water, or make the listener feel as if they are hearing the song while 
under water. The underwater sound signifies upon oft-feminized emotional vulnerability in hip 
hop and genres that borrow from hip hop aesthetics.1 It is heard most clearly in the first few 
measures of a song’s introduction, before an artist’s vocal entrance. Recent hip hop songs that 
feature the underwater sound include, for example, “Hotline Bling” by Drake (2016), 
“DEVASTATED” by Joey Bada$$ (2017). “SAD!” by XXXTenacion (2018), and “BUTTERFLY 
EFFECT” by Travis Scott (2018).2 These four examples all have themes of emotional 
vulnerability in common, exemplifying the lasting effects of a shift “in hip-hop’s discursive and 
representational regime whereby expressions of authenticity have emerged with intensified 
emphasis on confessional revelations pertaining to depression, anxiety, stress and related 
mental health issues” which took place in the early 2000s, at the end of the gangsta rap era 
(Forman 2020).  
 
1 Tricia Rose and Cheryl Keyes have discussed gender and hypermasculinity in hip hop, especially 
gangsta rap, at length in their books The Hip Hop Wars: What We Talk About When We Talk About Hip Hop 
and Why It Matters (Rose 2008) and Rap Music and Street Consciousness (Keyes 1994). 
 




In this thesis, I argue that the underwater sound functions as a signifier of sadness in 
popular music, making complex feelings audible outside of a song’s lyrics. It also inventories 
the constellation of beatmaking techniques that make up the underwater sound and the specific 
cultural signifiers (intoxication, regret, anxiety, feelings of helplessness and a loss of control) it 
accompanies in certain cases. The beatmaking techniques used to create the underwater sound 
have been collected and disseminated under the banner of the underwater sound via 
beatmaking tutorials and online beatmaking forums on websites like Reddit within the last 
decade (2010–2020). Thus, although the underwater sound can be created with any combination 
of the following beatmaking techniques, this thesis focuses on three songs that exemplify them: 
channel shifting (AKA “panning”) in Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools (Drank)” (2012); 
using auxiliary sounds that locate the listener underwater and degrading the sample rate in 
Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” (2016); and low pass filtering and frequency shifting in Mac Miller’s “Self 
Care” (2018). Each of the three case studies in this thesis were chosen because they audibly 
demonstrate a few of the underwater sound’s beatmaking techniques for the untrained ear. The 
songs are organized chronologically by release date, and each technique is discussed through 
the case study within which it is most clearly audible.  
Most scholars of early hip hop agree that emotional vulnerability was not a dominant 
theme in early rap lyrics (Forman 2020, Chang 2005, Kajikawa 2015, Keyes 2002, Rose 1994). 
Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five’s “The Message” of 1982 was one notable exception. In 
“The Message,” Melle Mel raps about his anger with police violence and the struggles of life in 
the slums of the Bronx in verses that sharply contrast against the party-centered and 
braggadocio rhymes of his live performances. Thus, although it was certainly present in some of 
the early commercial hip hop records, emotional vulnerability was a marked subject matter from 
the beginning.  
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As hip hop’s lyrical norms shifted with the rise of gangsta rap in the early 1990s, the 
cultural conditions that marked emotional vulnerability in rap shifted as well. Emotionally 
vulnerable hip hop stood out against the hypermasculinity of the unmarked, or dominant hip 
hop sub-genre, gangsta rap. Murray Forman writes that rap lyrics during the gangsta rap era 
from the 1990s to the early 2000s “promoted a particular lyrical and performative identity that 
fused criminality, aggression, and antisocial values with the ostensible realities of Black cultural 
experience and quotidian lifestyles” (2020, 4). Gangsta rap identities since the sub-genre’s peak 
in popularity have shifted radically, and as Forman states, “now converge with an array of 
cultural sensibilities, reframed within an affective disposition of either self-doubt and shaken 
self-confidence” (2020, 8). The underwater sound arose in conjunction with this shift in hip 
hop’s cultural conditions during the gangsta rap era as a timbral accompaniment to emotionally 
vulnerable lyrics. I argue that the underwater sound is now not only a distinct, audible timbre, 
but that it is a significant part of hip hop’s lexicon of styles The underwater sound has held on 
to its power to signify vulnerability to the extent that more current pop songs, such as Ariana 
Grande’s “thank u, next,” (2019) for example, can sound sad without having particularly sad 
lyrics. Grande sings about loving herself and about moving on from her exes, but the 
underwater sound contradicts her words of self-love and confidence through its ongoing 
association with emotional vulnerability. “The underwater sound” now describes a vibe or a 
sound; it is named and talked about frequently within online beatmaking communities (“How 
to create underwater sound?” 2016), and beatmaking tutorials often feature lessons on how to 
produce the underwater sound. It has been reified as a compositional category to the extent 
that, for example, beatmaker and producer KC Supreme stated in a tutorial that he “feels like 
it’s a staple effect that everybody should know how to do” (KC Supreme 2017). 
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This project investigates the signifying possibilities and history of “the underwater 
sound” as musical practice through descriptions of how beatmakers have produced its timbral 
“fingerprint” through low pass filtering, degrading the sample rate, using auxiliary sounds, and 
channel shifting. The production techniques used to create the underwater sound are described 
and interpreted in three short case studies which span from 2012 to 2018. The introduction sets 
up the theoretical foundations of this project, drawing on some of the foundational texts on hip 
hop in musicology, music theory, and cultural studies, and outlines my contribution to the field 
of hip hop studies, which is primarily the uncovering of the underwater sound as a distinctive 
signifier in hip hop. The second section of this thesis applies my proposed method of analysis in 
three hip hop songs that employ the underwater sound. Contributing to the body of knowledge 
on the specifics of beatmaking practice and its history is the main goal of this thesis. These case 
studies demonstrate new possibilities for the analysis of hip hop that emphasizes the 
beatmaking process, reaching beyond the analysis of lyrics and rhyme scheme which has 
dominated hip hop studies since its inception (Kajikawa 2015, Keyes 2002, Rose 1994, Walser 
1995, Williams 2013).     
 
“The Drake Effect” 
Since rapper, actor, and entrepeneur Drake’s rise to fame in the early 2010s, he and his 
producer Noah “40” Shebib have claimed that the underwater sound is Drake’s personal 
musical style.3 The underwater sound is, as a result, often discussed online as “the Drake 
 
3 “Producers” in hip hop perform a wide variety of tasks, and as a result, the term has become a sort of 
catch-all for anyone who works on a track that is not the main artist or rapper. They can be the financiers 
from a record label, the head of a creative team, or even an audio engineer. I mostly stick to “beatmakers” 
in this thesis to avoid the complicated role that producers often perform, but for clarification here, 40 is 
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effect.” Although the underwater sound is often discussed as Drake’s sound, this thesis is not 
about Drake. Admittedly, it started with Drake—or, more accurately, it started with a question 
about Drake’s music: Why does he get to claim “the underwater sound” and “the lo-fi sound” 
and “the filter sweep” as his sounds? Figure 1 shows the first page of results from a search on 
YouTube for “producing lo-fi underwater sound.” Drake is inescapable when researching the 
underwater sound. The “underwater sound” certainly exists outside of Drake, 40, and Drake’s 
label OVO Sound, having been on the tongues and in the ears of beatmakers long before 
Drake’s music entered the mainstream. However, the popularity of “the Drake Effect” begs an 
explanation of the phrase as an identifier of the underwater sound and my general aversion to 
Drake’s supposed ownership of the sound. To be sure, the underwater sound has its own 
distinct identity and history outside of Drake, to which the rest of this thesis is dedicated. The 
only way to truly answer my initial Drake question is to trace the entry of the underwater 
 
Drake’s producer and beatmaker. When I refer to an artist as a producer, I am talking about their role as a 
beatmaker, which often falls under the larger umbrella term of “producer.” 
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sound into the musical vernacular through the way it has been discussed by beatmakers over 
the last three decades, and I will get there. But first: why Drake?  
Drake’s music became known for emotional vulnerability early on in his career, and his 
“sad boi” reputation was arguably influenced by his role in the teen drama television series 
Degrassi before he started rapping.4 His reputation was comically illustrated by the 2011 meme 
“Drake the Type of…” [sic] which rose to internet prominence after the release of his second 
commercial album Thank Me Later in 2010. The meme demonstrates that his reputation both 
seemed to challenge the dominant idea of black masculinity in hip hop and reinforced general 
misogyny. For example, one instance of the meme format chided Drake for “baking cupcakes 
 
4 The term “sad boi” is colloquialism that refers to men, typically on sites like Reddit, who complain 
about their lives and the general state of the world. “Sad boi” is condescending in tone.   
Figure 1: The first four results after searching "producing lo-fi 
underwater sound" on YouTube, as of 25 October 2020. 
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for his homeboys after they get in an argument to apologize.” While the music on his early 
album reflects some usage of the underwater sound on songs such as “Bria’s Interlude (feat. 
Omarion)” (2009), “Successful (feat. Trey Songs & Lil Wayne)” (2009), and “The Resistance” 
(2010), Drake did not start featuring more than one or two songs that employ the underwater 
sound on his album until 2011, with the release of Take Care, which includes five different songs 
that feature the underwater sound (the most of any hip hop artist up until that point). Thus, 
2011 was a breaking point for Drake’s claim over the underwater sound, as his reputation for 
lyrics that featured an oft-feminized emotional vulnerability and his spike in use of the 
underwater sound converged. 
One of the earliest uses of the term “underwater effect” in beatmaking tutorials on 
YouTube appears to be from a video posted in 2013 by user Bryce Howard, known 
professionally as B.Ryce, and it is used in conjunction with “The Drake Effect,” with the video 
titled “Pro Tools Lesson: ‘How to get the Drake Effect’ (Underwater/Outer Space) on a song’” 
(B.Ryce 2013). B.Ryce refers to the sound as if it is an already well-established fact that, “if you 
listen to any of Drake’s songs, he always has in every song that part where the beat sounds like 
it goes underwater or whatever you want to call it, or outer space.”5 Instances of the underwater 
sound after Drake and his producer 40 staked their claim over it are now marked with Drake’s 
reputation, persona, and musical style, even though the underwater sound existed as a marked 
signifier of emotional vulnerability in hip hop long before Drake entered the scene.  
The first case study in this thesis, for example, begs further clarification of my use of the 
phrase “the underwater sound” to describe this timbral signifier and its uses before the term’s 
entrance into beatmaking discourse. I map the term “the underwater sound” onto Tupac’s “Do 
 
5 Howard 2013, ca. 0:17.  
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For Love” somewhat anachronistically because the song demonstrates the popularization of the 
underwater sound (without using the name “the underwater sound”) before Drake’s hip hop 
debut. “Do For Love” is referred to in contemporary discourse as a song that features the 
underwater sound because it is widely believed that Tupac stole the beat for “Do For Love” 
from a beat produced by James Yancey (Professionally known as J Dilla) for a remix of The 
Pharcyde’s song “Y? (be Like That)” (Dilla 2003).6 Dilla’s use of the Akai MPC 3000, a sampler 
now popular among lo-fi beatmakers, long after digital audio workstations and more advanced 
samplers and drum machines expanded the possibilities for hip hop’s sound led him to be 
known as “the father of lo-fi” (Diaz 2018).7 As a figure credited with popularizing low pass 
filtering, excessive record noise, and frequency shifting, Dilla’s history is intertwined with that 
of the underwater sound. Although Dilla’s early music was not marked as in opposition to 
gangsta rap, the “jazz rap” “experimental hip hop” or “backpack rap” style of A Tribe Called 
Quest was, and Dilla’s beatmaking style would later come to be associated them through The 
Pharcyde. When Dilla stated in an interview in 2003 that he felt he deserved credit for Tupac’s 
beat, his style was, by this time, being referred to in hip hop discourse as part of the “boom 
bap” revival, which is the return of a particularly nostalgic, mid-to-late 1980s sample-based 
 
6 Dilla 2003, ca. 4:04. 
 
7 Lo-fi hip hop is a sub-genre of hip hop that is at times also referred to as “underground,” and is 
typically instrumental only (with notable exceptions, of course). The broader concept of low-fidelity in 
regards to recording quality, or general audio quality, is distinct from the hip hop sub-genre of “lo-fi 
beats,” although the two concepts share similar ideas of what might make a recording have low fidelity 
or high fidelity. “Low fidelity” often refers to the quality of a recording when played back, while lo-fi hip 
hop is a sub-genre of hip hop beats in which beatmakers stylize their music to make it sound old, or as if 
it was recorded on vinyl or tape. Both a lo-fi beatmaker and an audiophile would agree that the popping, 
hissing, and crackling of vinyl or magnetic tape make a song sound “lo-fi.” Michael A D’Errico’s master’s 
thesis “Behind the Beat: Technical and Practical Aspects of Instrumental Hip-Hop Composition” (2011) is 
the first in-depth study of lo-fi hip hop. That being said, D’Errico does not mention the term “lo-fi” 
anywhere in his thesis, because it was written before the term rose to popularity in the later 2010s. The 
music he analyzes, including artists such as DJ Shadow and Flying Lotus, is now widely referred to as lo-
fi hip hop.  
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beatmaking sound centered around the Akai MPC sampler in the late 2000s, and was 
commonly related to the production styles of Q-Tip from A Tribe Called Quest and RZA from 
the Wu-Tang Clan (Vouloumanos 2019).8 The boom bap revival saw a swell in the popularity of 
older drum machine sounds and lo-fi beatmaking equipment like the Akai MPC 3000 and the 
Roland TR-808, and was led in part by Dilla’s posthumous influence. The first case study will 
discuss these hip hop sub-genres and emerging beatmaking styles in further detail. I mention 
Tupac’s song and the history of its discourse here in order to briefly exemplify my use of the 
term “the underwater sound” to describe music before the term itself entered the hip hop 
lexicon.  
 
Timbral Analysis and the Study of Record Production 
Timbre’s power in popular music cannot be understated. According to the Acoustical 
Society of America, timbre is defined as “That multidimensional attribute of auditory sensation 
which enables a listener to judge that two non-identical sounds, similarly presented and having 
the same loudness, pitch, spatial location, and duration, are dissimilar” (Acoustical Society of 
America). Timbre also allows listeners to locate the source of a sound within the instrument or 
sounding body that created it. Advances in electronic music technologies (like the development 
of the synthesizer, for example) have created infinite timbral possibilities for musicians, many of 
which were not possible with acoustic musical instruments alone. For example, in the 
introduction to the 2018 volume The Relentless Pursuit of Tone: Timbre in Popular Music, editors 
Robert Fink, Zachary Wallmark, and Melinda Letour (2018) write that:  
 
8 Victoria Vouloumanos’s popular press article is not used here as a definitive secondary source, but 
rather as a primary source that exemplifies the way Dilla’s music was discussed during his lifetime and 
over the course of his music’s posthumous revival.  
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In the world of popular music, tone can be a proxy for race and gender; it has 
often indexed class and social status; and the tonal possibilities of the future will 
automatically, instantaneously define new music genres. Sometimes the notion 
of tone has reified old fantasies about the human ear and the mind; at other 
times, it points toward the eventual transcendence of the body in an age of 
machine music. (Fink et. al 2018, 1)9 
  
The underwater sound carries the cultural weight described above, bearing the responsibilities 
of a signifier in music, not unlike Frantz Fanon’s famous statement from the first chapter of 
Black Skin, White Mask: “To speak means being able to use a certain syntax and possessing the 
morphology of such and such language, but it means above all assuming a culture and bearing 
the weight of a civilization” (Fanon 1967, 1). The underwater sound in Mac Miller’s “Self Care,” 
for example, sounds his relationship with drugs and alcohol when his words lack raw emotion. 
The underwater sound wields the power to shape an artist’s persona and the possibilities of 
interpretation in their work. Thus, while timbre is not the only defining facet of the underwater 
sound—I include lyrics and cultural context in my analyses as well, for example—timbral 
analysis is the primary methodology employed in this thesis. Timbral analysis takes as its 
starting point a combination of cultural analysis and spectrogram analysis, often in conjunction 
with the more-traditionally analyzed characteristics of rhythm, pitch, and text, broadly 
construed (Lavengood 2017). In this thesis, I approach timbre as a conveyor of meaning by first 
naming its identifying characteristics (with adjectives like bright, sharp, soft, or distorted, for 
example), discussing how those characteristics might have been created or written, and finally 
positing what they contribute to the song’s interpretive possibilities. 
I rely heavily on vocabulary used by both beatmakers and current timbral analysts in 
order to describe, in specific terms, the timbral makeup of each case study to follow. A glossary 
 
9 In The Relentless Pursuit of Tone, Fink et. al use “timbre” to designate the physical aspects of a sound’s 
tone color, while “tone” is used to this same phenomenon’s cultural import.   
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is provided at the end of this thesis to provide definitions of some of the essential terms used by 
beatmakers. This project requires a base-level of knowledge of beatmaking equipment and 
digital audio workstations that many musicologists lack. As a result, I engage with the work of 
Patrick Rivers and Megan Lavengood, both of which firmly ground their work in the language 
of technology and its user base (Rivers 2014, Lavengood 2017). Indeed, Rivers foregrounds his 
experience as a beatmaker in his work, and its innovation and novelty in the field further 
amplify the need for scholars in musicology that have experience making beats.  
The study of beatmaking technique, however, is not the only area to which this thesis 
contributes. Timbral analysis scholarship thus far has yet to develop any single, standardized or 
specific set of analytical parameters, and although I do not propose one, I build on the work of 
scholars that champion timbral analysis as a productive site for musical interpretation and the 
study of genre. Concisely describing the dearth of engagement with timbre in musicology as of 
the edited volume’s publication in 2018, Fink et. al write: 
Falling between the twin poles of the cultural-theoretical orientation of popular 
music studies, which approach pop as a social text using methods from sociology 
and critical theory, and the musicological orientation, which privileges a 
structuralist paradigm consistent with the aesthetic value system of Western 
classical music, questions of tone and timbre are often acknowledged as being 
important, then set aside and largely ignored. What is missing in both of these 
orientations is a deep analytical reading of sound production—that is, the 
technologies, acoustical properties, and performance techniques that make up 
the diverse timbral palette of popular music—as well as a critical assessment of 
the role that specific sonic qualities play in the constitution of particular music 
communities, genres, and artistic personas. (Fink et. al 2018, 3) 
  
Although The Relentless Pursuit of Tone demonstrates the current lack of a standardized system 
of timbral analysis, this project is not an attempt to develop one. Indeed, the very nature of 
timbre as a sonic fingerprint, made up of a sound’s specific combination of overtones, pitch, and 
envelope, resists classification unlike pitch and rhythm, which have long histories of 
classification systems deployed in Western music theory.  
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As opposed to a timbre in the quantifiable, conventional sense (which Fink et. al 
effectively problematize), the underwater sound is better described as a musical practice built 
through patterns in the way we manipulate and contextualize sounds and their particular 
auralities. This is in contrast to the familiar lexicon of adjective-laden metaphors typically used 
to describe timbre by musicologists, and the structural terminology used to describe harmony, 
melody, and rhythm by music theorists. In other words, my analysis focuses on the practice of 
writing timbre, the way one might create a melody or chord progression, in order to convey and 
amplify meaning.  The process of writing timbre does not always operate behind the scenes—
rapper Kanye West once made beats live on an Akai MPC at the 2010 MTV Video Music 
Awards (D’Errico 2011)—but it is often left out of hip hop scholarship. This thesis centers 
timbre and the people that create and manipulate timbre. “Writing timbre” is possible because 
music technologies allow for an infinite number of possible timbres that can be applied 
separately to a sound in any point of the compositional process. Deciding on the timbre of a 
sound can be entirely separate from decisions regarding pitch, rhythm, and dynamics. 
While Albin Zak’s (2001) foundational work The Poetics of Rock: Cutting Tracks, Making 
Records focused largely on popular US Rock, and mainly white male musicians, this thesis 
works from a hip hop-centered definition of record production: not the practice of recording 
specifically, but the creation of a song more generally. Zak provided the basis for this definition 
of music production, however, when he writes: 
The often-fragmentary instances of music making that are collected throughout the 
recording stage of a project are not ‘bits of actual events’—that is, they are not 
disassembled pieces of a virtual whole. Though they are not meant to stand alone, they 
are complete events in themselves, stages in a process. Their status as events, however, 
is only the beginning of their ontological journey, for such performances serve a larger 
purpose than either the moment of their performance or its remaining record. Once 
recorded, they become ingredients of a work in progress. Each overdub is a step in the 
making—indeed, the discovery—of a work that does not yet exist, and therefore the 
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recorded moment cannot claim to represent even in part. Rather, each overdub is a 
generative moment that moves the work a step closer to realization (Zak 2001, 130). 
 
As Zak illustrates through the example of multi-track recording on magnetic tape, this thesis 
hones in on recording as a process, and the record as text, broadly construed. In a digital audio 
workstation, pre-recorded samples can be used in conjunction with sounds that are synthesized 
on-the-spot, compiled and organized into a beat, and then recorded and exported as an MP3 
file. There is no single moment in this process in which the musician records some sort of stand-
alone musical performance and there is no musical score. Furthermore, determining who 
precisely is responsible for any given decision in the song production process (e.g., beatmaker, 
producer, sound engineer, MC, etc.) and at what stage that decision occurred is often difficult to 
determine, and as a result, is often irrelevant to a song’s reception. Unless the beatmaker’s 
efforts are distinct and significant, I use the facing artist (including my interpretation of their 
persona) as a representative of all of the “recordists” involved and their respective decisions.10 
Like the 20th-century US rock and roll production process that Zak studies, beatmaking as a 
process in the 21st century blends together the previously-theorized-as-separate processes of 
musical writing, performance, recording, and playback. 
Exemplifying the value of a practice-based definition, Drake’s producer Noah “40” 
Shebib has spoken about his creation of the underwater sound for Drake’s recent releases. Some 
of the terms 40 uses demonstrate Fales’s paradox of timbre, as he describes his beats not in 
terms of its physical properties (such as the amplitudes of certain frequencies present in the 
recording), but in the way it is experienced. Fales’s paradox of timbre lies in our ability to 
identify the source of a sound without the ability to hear the entirety of the sound’s frequency 
 
10 “Recordists” is a term coined by Zak. I use it here, but only for the sake of this one point. I use the terms 




makeup. She writes that, “while timbre is a dimension of central importance to identifying 
sources, it is also the dimension that is most divergent from the sound in the physical world […] 
The sound we hear is demonstrably different in timbre than the sound emitted by the source in 
question” (2002, 58). 40 states matter-of-factly that the specifics of his beatmaking process affect 
the way his beats are interpreted by listeners even though their physical timbral makeups are 
similar. In an interview with Native Instruments, 40 (2016) stated that he is, “notorious for that 
very lo-fi, underwater sound.” 40 continues, explaining how, in his mind, he pioneered the 
underwater sound:  
People usually assume that it’s a low pass filter, and that I’m just rolling off all the top 
end. But for the most part I’m actually degrading the sample rate, so I’m removing those 
frequencies from the top end, they’re not even getting sampled in the first place. They 
don’t even exist. When you would take out that pristine high end and lower the sample 
rate, it would become a little more authentic, almost, different, like it was sampled, like 
it was taken from somewhere. And, the most important reason was, back to what I was 
talking about, about focusing on an artist versus focusing on myself as a producer. So, 
instead of focusing on my music, I was carving out an entire space in the frequencies, so 
the artist occupies the top end, completely, almost exclusively, and the music sits in the 
bottom end, in a way that nobody would do it. Anybody would say absolutely not, no 
you cannot do that. That is against the rules.11 
 
At first, 40 asserts his insider perspective by disproving his audience’s widespread assumption 
that he produces the underwater sound through the use of a low pass filter. This exemplifies my 
earlier claim that songs with different frequency makeups—resulting in visually different 
spectrograms—can sound similar. Rather than using post-production effects to simply make an 
artist’s vocals sound clearer in the mix, 40 is making it so that Drake’s vocals are the only sound 
that occupies a specific frequency range in the mix that is above the threshold of his degraded 
sample rate, which I discuss in further detail in the case studies to follow. That being said, 40 
goes on to explain that the way he carves out a space for the artist to occupy the entire top end 
 
11 Shebib 2016, begins ca. 2:30. 
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gives his beat a more authentic, different, or sampled sound. Different from what? Other 
mainstream hip hop beats, other lo-fi beats, or other popular music writ large? He asserts this 
difference increasingly aggressively, stating that his music breaks the rules, and that no one else 
would make lo-fi, underwater sounding beats the way he does. Regardless of 40’s loose claim to 
its origins, the underwater sound’s presence in the mainstream has endured alongside, 
although not mutually exclusive to, its label as “the Drake effect.” 
The technical language in this interview with 40 also reinforces my earlier point that the 
skill of beatmaking has its own lexicon. This thesis contributes to the ongoing development of 
musicologists’ knowledge of beatmaking techniques through defining some of its key terms. 
Academic studies of hip hop that deal with beatmaking practice, such as Joseph Schloss’s (2004) 
Making Beats: The Art of Sample-Based Hip Hop, for example, have paved the way for this work 
via close looks at the sociological and economic factors that produced hip hop culture. Schloss’s 
book details the unwritten rules of the northwest underground sample-based hip hop scene, 
discussing why certain aesthetic decisions are routinely made by beatmakers. In my thesis, I 
build upon Schloss’s study by interpreting how the results of beatmaker’s creative decisions 
have been grouped together in popular discourse as “the underwater sound,” and outline the 
underwater sound’s various meanings.  
Early texts on hip hop’s history from the 1990s by scholars such as Cheryl Keyes, Bakari 
Kitwana, Tricia Rose, and Robin D.G. Kelley opened space for closer engagement with the 
musical aesthetics of the hip hop tradition. Keyes, Rose, and Kelley worked against scholarship 
that centered around hip hop as merely a byproduct of the socio-political conditions of a 
specific time and place, foregrounding the creative agency and community-building work of 
hip hop artists. For example, Robin D.G. Kelley’s essay “Looking for the ‘Real’ Nigga: Social 
Scientists Construct the Ghetto,” and Tricia Rose’s (1994) book Black Noise: Rap Music and Black 
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Culture in Contemporary America provided valuable foundations for studying hip hop culture, 
broadly construed, so that hip hop’s music could be studied in greater detail. Robert Walser’s 
(1995) essay titled “Rhythm, Rhyme, and Rhetoric in the Music of Public Enemy” and Cheryl 
Keyes (2002) Rap Music and Street Consciousness are particularly foundational to my study of 
beatmaking process. Keyes and Walser provide valuable insights into the aesthetics of hip hop’s 
music and how those aesthetics changed over the course of the gangsta rap era.  
None of the beatmaking terms used in this thesis were coined for this project. Some of 
my terminology is deeply indebted to Patrick Rivers’s 2014 dissertation on sampling practice, 
for example. Not only do I borrow from him through my use of “hip hop’s music,” but I also 
refer to the function of certain samples in my case studies as he does, with the terms “loop,” 
“chop,” and “stab,” which he derives from his experience as a beatmaker and his interactions 
with other artists. The music in this thesis is not exclusively sample-based, however, and thus I 
use “loop,” “chop,” and “stab” at times to describe synthesized portions of a beat as well, 
because they are best suited to describe the organization and structural roles of a beat’s 
individual parts. Finally, Rivers visualizes the music he analyzes through waveforms, in large 
part because it is the way a beatmaker might visually interact with a sample in a MPC or other 
physical sampler. I use waveforms to visualize aspects of hip hop’s music in conjunction with 
spectrograms in order to explain effects that would normally be heard rather than seen. 
Waveforms and spectrograms are particularly useful tools because of the inherent limitations of 
writing, in prose, about an art form best understood through listening. Describing how a 
specific beatmaking effect, like frequency shifting, for example, changes the way a note sounds 
after it is applied can only go so far in text. In the case of frequency shifting, one could describe 
its sound as “like a singer in vibrato, except with a typically less drastic change in pitch,” but it 
would still not sufficiently describe the way an entire sample, with all of its instruments and 
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resonating frequencies, are subtly shifted up and down together, with inhuman rhythmic 
consistency. Showing the waves of a frequency shifted sound on a spectrogram helps listeners 
know what specifically to listen for. Spectrograms also illustrate concepts for readers otherwise 
unfamiliar with digital audio manipulation, especially so for American musicologists who are 
typically trained in the Western classical music tradition, and typically know little about 
beatmaking.12 
In 2014, the same year that Patrick Rivers published his dissertation, musicologist 
Amanda Sewell (2014) published an article that posits a typology of sampling in hip hop, titled 
“Paul’s Boutique and Fear of a Black Planet: Digital Sampling and Musical Style in Hip Hop.” 
Although her work stands as a much-needed contribution to the field, I use Rivers’s terms 
because they are reflected in discourse among beatmakers. Unlike Rivers’s terms “loop,” 
“chop,” and “stab,” I have not observed Sewell’s terms “structural,” “surface,” and “lyric” used 
in any interviews, online discussion boards, or conversations among beatmakers. Sewell’s 
typology is also minutely detailed, as is necessary for her thorough analyses of the sampling 
aesthetics of Public Enemy and the Beastie Boys, but her level of detail lies outside the purview 
of this thesis. Despite these differences, Sewell’s and my overarching goals are similar; that is, 
we both intend to, “analyze the music’s form while simultaneously linking that form to the 
music’s cultural and historical context” (Sewell 2014). Her work also employs a beatmaking-
practice-based approach to analysis, in that her descriptions of sample-types are grounded in 
their functions within the larger whole of the song. Rivers’s terms also explain the functions of 
 
12 The authors I mention that have studied beatmaking practice have developed their expertise through 
actually making beats, and therefore, stand out from the crowd. Joseph Schloss, Patrick Rivers, and Zach 
Diaz, for example, all make beats as either semi-professionals or as a hobby, and did so outside of or 
before their training as musicologists. 
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certain portions of a hip hop beat, but they can be intuitively mapped on to synthesized beats as 
well as sample-based beats. 
Although I chose to use Rivers’s terminology instead of Sewell’s to describe the 
underwater sound in the five case studies to follow, neither of their typologies offer terms to 
describe timbre in hip hop beats. A widely-agreed-upon body of terms to describe timbre in hip 
hop would be useful for corpus studies, for example, and for training music theorists in how to 
analyze hip hop’s non-pitch-and-rhythm-based trends. Beatmakers themselves often describe 
timbre in a wide variety of terms (one of which is “the underwater sound,” for example), but 
their terms are certainly not standardized the way roman numeral analysis has been 
standardized among music theorists that study Western art music. As a result, my analyses of 
the timbral elements of the underwater sound rely on spectrograms. A spectrogram is a 
computer-generated visualization of the frequency makeup of a given digitized sound over 
time. When their use began to gather popularity among music theorists in the 1980s with the 
work of Robert Cogan (1984) and Wayne Slawson (1985), scholars looked toward them as a way 
to, “unify the objects of perception and the auditory dimensions which characterize them” 
(Sandell 1990). However, the use of spectrograms for musical analysis has since been critiqued 
for its inability to account for the cultural context that affects timbre perception (Fink et. al 2019, 
Wallmark 2019). Thus, spectrograms are used here with caution because of how easily they can 
be manipulated, and how little information they convey about the cultural conditions and 
aesthetic decisions that produce the music I analyze. For example, the act of simply changing 
the color scheme of a spectrogram can drastically change the information it does or does not 
display, and therefore, they do not encompass the basis of my analytical method.  
Scholars such as Cornelia Fales (2002) and Zachary Wallmark (2019) have criticized the 
use of spectrograms in timbral analysis because of their inability to engage with the way the 
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perceiving mind drastically effects timbre. Addressing these critiques, I use spectrograms 
simply to assist in describing or illustrating some of the more abstract beatmaking techniques 
used to produce the underwater sound. My illustrative use of spectrograms builds upon the 
work of Megan Lavengood (2017), who worked against the grain of these critiques in her 2017 
dissertation and argued for the value in using spectrograms as visual aids in timbral analysis. 
By visualizing individual tones, Lavengood described and categorized their timbral makeup in 
a system of binaries, and assigned terms to each category related to colloquial descriptions of 
timbre, like “bright,” “dark,” “full,” and “hollow” (Lavengood 2017, 18-19). I do not employ her 
specific system of binaries in this thesis, but my work builds upon her larger argument that 
spectrograms can still serve as vital tools for timbral analysis.   
In his book Break Beats in the Bronx: Rediscovering Hip Hop’s Early Years, Joseph Ewoodzie 
Jr. (2017) utilizes Andrew Abbot’s conceptualization of an entity via endurance, boundaries, 
and consequences in order to adapt genre theory to the specific needs and affordances of hip 
hop’s history. His work on early hip hop serves as a model for my own. In particular, this thesis 
is influenced by his theorizing of “boundary work” in the context of hip hop:  
“Boundary works insist on inquiring into, rather than taking for granted, how an entity 
(e.g., a racial category, a profession, or a nation) took on certain features. Hip-Hop’s 
various components and attributes – i.e., what lies inside the boundary of hip-hop – are 
not inherent to it but are the result of processes that must be explained.”  
 
The development of the underwater sound’s “various components and attributes” are best 
explained through a look back at gangsta rap. Instead of arguing that the underwater sound 
arose out of the opposition between gangsta rap and backpack rap in the 1990s, I argue that the 
underwater sound afforded rappers a means to acknowledge emotional vulnerability while still 
‘keeping it real,’ and express emotional vulnerability in musical sound as well as in verse. While 
both statements might seem similar, the latter foregrounds the agency of the hip hop artists 
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involved and describes their experience with the underwater sound instead of describing the 
underwater sound apart from the humans that made it happen.   
 
Tupac’s “Do For Love” (1997) and the Early History of the Underwater Sound 
The history of the underwater sound is messy. Its timeline is not neat and linear because 
the sound and its meanings are in a constant state of flux. Tupac Shakur, arguably one of the 
most influential rappers from the west-coast gangsta rap scene of the 1990s, was one of the first 
artists to rap over a beat that uses the underwater sound. Thus, his artistic style provided a 
backdrop for future uses of the underwater sound in hip hop. The synthesizer chord 
progression, or the bulk of “Do For Love’s” beat, is what uses the underwater sound in this 
notable precedent. I do not intend to argue that “Do For Love” was the underwater sound’s 
singular moment of conception, because there was no singular event that led to the underwater 
sound’s development. Instead, I analyze “Do For Love” as a milestone in the underwater 
sound’s history because it grounds the otherwise ethereal inception of the sound within the 
context of gangsta rap, the 1990s scene, and Tupac’s role as “a transcendent force of creative 
fury who relentlessly articulated a generation’s defining moods—its confusion and pain, its 
nobility and courage, its hopelessness and self-destruction” (Dyson 2001, 107-108). Typical 
criticisms of gangsta rap focus on the sub-genre’s violence, misogyny, and toxic 
hypermasculinity. Dyson challenges criticisms in his description of Tupac’s role in shaping the 
gangsta rap generation, naming defining moods that challenged stereotypes of Black manhood. 
Rap lyrics on mental health, the negative aspects of drug use, economic hardship, and 
heartbreak that were once thought of as unique to specific rappers would later come to be 
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associated with the underwater sound and rise in popularity among rappers across hip hop’s 
sub-genres.  
The origin of “Do For Love’s” beat was hotly debated among hip hop heads after Dilla 
stated in a 2003 interview that he should have been credited for Tupac’s use of his beat. Fans of 
the producer and lo-fi front man J Dilla maintain that Tupac =], or stole, Dilla’s remix of The 
Pharcyde’s “Y?”, (the remix is titled “Y? (Be Like Dat),”) released in 2012 on the deluxe version 
of their 1995 album Labcabincalifornia. Dilla’s remix is representative of his lo-fi style, but it does 
not use the underwater sound. Thus, comparing the two tracks is a productive method for 
differentiating the underwater sound from the genre of lo-fi beats. For example, Dilla’s remix 
begins with a mellow drone layered underneath a driving kick-and-snare combo. When the 
remaining chops layer into the mix over this short six-bar introduction, the bass and snare skip, 
transforming into a classic boom bap hip hop beat. In Tupac’s “Do For Love,” the introduction 
lacks percussion altogether, foregrounding the synthesized-organ-type sound— reminiscent of 
the electric organs and vibraphones used in soul, funk, and jazz—that would become a key 
timbral signifier for the underwater sound, used for example in Ariana Grande’s “thank u, 
next.”  
The posthumous popularity of Dilla’s lo-fi sound fed the boom bap revival in the 2000s, 
and was instrumental to the later rise of the underwater sound. Lo-fi hip hop shares many of 
the underwater sound’s characteristics, such as the use of a low-pass filter, degrading the 
sample rate, and frequency shifting. However, lo-fi beats and beats that use the underwater 
sound are fundamentally different; they exist as two separate categories. Although both might 
portray nostalgia, lo-fi hip hop is a relatively large sub-genre, while the underwater sound is 
simply an effect applied to some hip hop beats—the underwater sound crosses subgeneric 
boundaries within hip hop and hip-hop influenced pop music. Although Dilla’s style is not 
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typically associated with the underwater sound, Dilla’s style is tied to its development because 
Dilla’s individuality marked the low-pass filter, degrading the sample rate, and frequency 
shifting as distinct beatmaking techniques. The use of these beatmaking techniques on “Do For 
Love” would then, via Tupac’s lyrics and general persona, come to be associated with 
emotional vulnerability and become the underwater sound. Dilla’s beatmaking style, which 
included the use of effects like the low pass filter, a degraded digital sample rate, and adding 
the pop and crackle sounds of a dusty record to a sample, is thus a precursor to my 
retrospective inclusion of Tupac’s Do For Love as a precedent to the underwater sound. 
Dilla’s use of the Akai MPC 3000, an electronic sampler that would later become a staple 
within the lo-fi beatmaking community, paved the way for future uses of the low pass filter and 
lowered sample rates in lo-fi beatmaking. For example, Dilla’s influence is emphasized by the 
fact that his gear is now on display in the National Museum of African American History and 
Culture at the Smithsonian. In particular, Dilla’s work with The Pharcyde, an experimental hip 
hop group formed in Los Angeles in 1989, and A Tribe Called Quest [ATCQ], a group formed in 
New York in 1985, led to the association of his sound with the two groups’ “alternative,” “jazz-
rap,” or “backpack rap” lyrical styles against his wishes (Williams 2013). In an oft-quoted 
interview with XXL, J Dilla expressed his frustration with the frequent comparisons between his 
work with Slum Village, a group he formed with friends from Detroit, and the 
ATCQ/Pharcyde/Native Tongues scene: 
That was actually a category that we didn’t actually wanna be in. I thought the music 
came off like that, but we didn’t realize that shit then. I mean, you gotta listen to the 
lyrics of the shit, niggas was talking about getting head from bitches. It was like a nigga 
from Native Tongues never woulda said that shit. I don’t know how to say it, it’s kinda 
fucked up because the audience we were trying to give to were actually people we hung 
around. Me, myself, I hung around regular ass Detroit cats. Not the backpack shit that 
people kept putting out there like that. I mean, I ain’t never carried no goddamn 
backpack, but like I said, I understand to a certain extent. I guess that’s how the beats 




Despite Dilla’s clear desire to forge a distinctly Detroit sound in his early work, his beats gained 
a lasting, robust association with so-called “intellectual rap,” “backpack rap,” or “jazz rap.” It is 
important to note here that in the 1990s, the work of Native Tongues was labeled as 
“intellectual” in opposition to gangsta rap; I do not intend to make value judgements about 
either genre. Notable black thinkers and scholars such as Cheryl Keyes (2002), bell hooks (2008), 
Bakari Kitwana (1994), and Tricia Rose (1994) spoke out against the fetishization of drug 
addiction, violence, and misogyny during gangsta rap’s rise through the charts, albeit softening 
their critiques by tracing the rise of the drug-dealing gangsta image back to Ronald Reagan’s 
expansion of racist policies under the guise of the “War On Drugs” (Rose 1994, Quinn 2005, and 
Kitwana 1994). The Native Tongues scene rose up alongside these thinkers as a defining 
counter-narrative in ‘90s hip hop; their lyrics spoke out against gang violence and drug dealing, 
and their beats sampled and referenced jazz and funk. The underwater sound is audible in 
Tupac’s “Do For Love” in hindsight, after Dilla’s beatmaking style became both known as “lo-
fi” and associated with Tupac’s song.  
Tupac was certainly aware of this style of rap rising alongside and in opposition with his 
own. Tupac may not have heard the Yester Years EP to which Dilla is referring in the interview 
quoted above, but it is highly likely that he would have encountered The Pharcyde. J Dilla 
began producing beats for them and remixing their tracks in 1995, after having been introduced 
to the group via Q-Tip of AATCQ. In a 2013 interview with Mr. Mecc of magazine The Urban 
Daily, Pharcyde member SlimKid3 recalled meeting Dilla for the first time:  
“We met Dilla through Q-Tip. We thought Q-Tip was actually JD but he wasn’t. And 
when we finally met JD he was this short guy from Detroit, always wore his Kangol hat 
or what have you. But Tip had brought us this cassette tape and on that tape was the 
loop from “Runnin” and from “Drop” and all that. And we were just sitting at Q-Tip’s 
apartment listening to all these loops and beats man, and the rest is history. If it wasn’t 
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for Q-Tip, we would have never have met JD or had those beats. We were kind of like 
the first ones… we branded that shit.” (Slim Kid3 2013) 
 
Slim Kid3’s recollection is somewhat comical, in that it reveals that he mistook Q-Tip, a 
relatively famous rapper at the time, for J Dilla, a relatively underground producer. 
Nonetheless, his story further emphasizes the early stylistic separation between The Pharcyde 
and J Dilla, and the Native Tongues scene and AATCQ. Slim Kid3 asserts that The Pharcyde 
was the first group to popularize J Dilla’s beats, and his statement further implies that their 
meeting was a turning point in what would become a strong stylistic association between J 
Dilla’s sound and ATCQ/Native Tongues. To clarify, The Pharcyde was never a member of 
Native Tongues, and would hold on to their separate genre distinctions of west coast, 
alternative, and experimental hip hop. Nevertheless, the lyrical and beatmaking styles of 
AATCQ and J Dilla would later come to be lumped under the umbrella of “lo-fi hip hop.”  
Tupac’s “Do For Love,” and his producer’s supposed theft of J Dilla’s beat for The 
Pharcyde, then, further underscores the marked difference exemplified by the song’s beat and 
lyrics. The stylistic and moral-ethical oppositions between gangsta rap and Native Tongues 
fueled Tupac’s rise to fame as a comparatively “socially conscious” gangsta rapper, and thus 
Tupac’s use of the underwater sound on “Do For Love” stands out in contrast. During his 
lifetime, he was portrayed by record labels, radio DJs, and music critics as a monolithic black 
Los Angeles gangsta, whose sole focus and inspiration was aptly labeled by Trisha Rose as “hip 
hop’s tragic trinity, the black gangsta, pimp, and ho” (Rose 2008, 25). Although much of Tupac’s 
lyrics were representative of Rose’s trinity, his self-defined music and image centered around 
hope for upward economic mobility, positive social change, and community-building. Yet, and 
as Rose explains in further detail, corporate interests pushed for a less nuanced image of Tupac.  
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This is evidenced, for example, by journalist Adario Strange’s feature of Tupac in the March 
1996 issue of The Source: 
Much is made of the ‘bad boy’ persona, especially as it relates to young Black men who 
appear to have elevated the art of being low down to a suave and even chic artifice of 
attitude, appearance and action. But far from the cool perception, as reality often resides, 
the sum of many so-called thugs is made up more of pain than cinematic adventures. 
Tupac is no different. (Strange 1996, 84) 
 
“Do For Love” subverts this manufactured narrative, portraying raw heartbreak and shame at 
his lover’s abuse of his trust. For example, Tupac raps “Just when I thought I broke away and 
I'm feelin' happy, / You try to trap me say you pregnant and guess who the daddy? / Don't 
wanna fall for it, but in this case what could I do? So now I'm back / To makin promises to you, 
tryin to keep it true,” and goes on to doubt his own ability to stay in control of his emotions. 
Tupac’s complexities as role model, activist, gangster, and rapper are not to be underestimated. 
Although “Do For Love” is surely an outlier in his discography, his life, goals, and art were 
multi-faceted. Michael Eric Dyson, perhaps Tupac’s most famous biographer, wrote of him that, 
“Tupac is perhaps the representative figure of his generation. In his haunting voice can be heard 
the buoyant hopefulness and the desperate hopelessness that mark the outer perimeters of the 
hip-hop culture he eagerly embraced, as well as the lives of the millions of youth who admired 
and adored him” (Dyson 2001, 13). Tupac’s emotional vulnerability in “Do For Love” sets it 
apart from nearly every other song in his catalogue; it is also his only song to feature the 
underwater sound. To recap, Tupac’s emotionally vulnerable lyrics and Dilla’s lo-fi style have 
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both contributed to my labeling of “Do For Love” as one of the first songs to employ the 
underwater sound.  
 “Do For Love” was produced by Soulshock and Karlin, a Danish record producing duo 
that has worked behind the curtain of chart-topping hits in R&B and pop since 1991. Soulshock 
and Karlin have produced music for a large number of Black artists over the course of their 
career, but they often borrow from Black musical aesthetics in their work. Their catalogue 
includes 90s R&B and pop hits (and thereby, underwater sound precursors) such as “Before 
You Walk Out of My Life” by Monica (1995), “Come On” by Barry White (1995), and “I Love 
Me Some Him” by Toni Braxton (1997), for example. White’s “Come On” is an excellent 
Figure 2: Two spectrograms of the first four bars of Barry White's "Come On” (0.00” to 19.89”). The 
Spectrogram on the left visualizes the unedited sample, while the right visualizes the edited sample, 
to which a pseudo-underwater-effect has been applied. 
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candidate for visualizing the results of applying the underwater sound because it utilizes a 
wide frequency range and features a descending bell-line that is easy to see on a spectrogram 
because it occupies the higher frequency range (from roughly 5,000 to 16,000 Hz). When the first 
four bars of “Come On” are run through a low pass filter, the audio is compressed, and the 
clip’s sample rate is lowered, spectrograms of the altered sample and the introduction to “Do 
For Love” take on similar shapes. Figure 2 shows a spectrogram of the introduction to Barry 
White’s “Come On” before and after having underwater sound effects applied, and Figure 3 
shows a spectrogram of the introduction to “Do For Love.” In both the image of the edited 
“Come On” and the image of “Do For Love,” the upper portion of the spectrogram is relatively 
clear and smooth, indicating the filtering out of frequencies above roughly 2,500 Hz. 
Compression and the application of a low pass filter have rendered what would look like sharp 
peaks on a waveform graph into shallow hills. In the three case studies to follow, I will explain 
the effects used to produce the underwater sound in further detail, illustrating them with 
Figure 3: A Spectrogram of the introduction to Tupac's "Do For Love" (0.00” to 10.79”). The two red 
stripes in the right half visualize Tupac's brief dialogue and the entrance of record scratches, from left 
to right respectively. 
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THREE CASE STUDIES ON THE UNDERWATER SOUND  
 
Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools (Drank)” (2012) 
The underwater sound is typically deployed within the slow song(s) of a hip hop album. 
In Kendrick Lamar’s good kid, m.A.A.d city, there are two slow songs: “Poetic Justice (feat. 
Drake)” and “Swimming Pools (Drank),” the latter of which is the subject of this case study. 
“Poetic Justice” does not utilize the underwater sound, and serves as a valuable comparison 
when teasing out the signs drowning in “Swimming Pools.” Both songs were produced (albeit 
credited as a secondary producer on “Poetic Justice”) by Mark Anthony Spears, professionally 
known as Sounwave, who has produced over thirty of Kendrick’s songs over the course of his 
career. The main producer for “Poetic Justice,” Scoop DeVille, while having worked on tracks 
for Snoop Dogg, 50 Cent, and Busta Rhymes, has not used the underwater sound on any of the 
songs in his catalogue. Furthermore, Drake’s reputation as the face of the underwater sound 
had been established by 2012, when good kid, m.A.A.d city was released. 
Masking discontent is a key part of the underwater sound, and is present in Kendrick’s 
arguments with himself during “Swimming Pools.” Kendrick raps in different voices to 
represent different versions of himself, and although he sings the chorus with his normal voice, 
his desire to dive into a pool of booze is undermined in his verses via both his words and the 
underwater sound. “Poetic Justice,” serves as a foil to “Swimming Pools” on the album, 
magnifying Kendrick’s inner conflict. “Poetic Justice” is seductive, with Kendrick obsessing 
over his desire to sleep with his lover, Sherane; it is also direct, and takes place in the first half 
of the album when Kendrick has yet to repent for his actions. “Poetic Justice,” both as title and 
lyric in the Oosong, foreshadows Kendrick’s liquor-soaked lust in “Swimming Pools” when he 
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raps “I think I’m feelin’ the vibe, I see the love in her eyes / I see the feelin’, the freedom is 
granted as soon as the / damage of vodka arrives.” The underwater sound cloaks the song in 
Kendrick’s disgust for himself as he drinks. And, while the skit in “Poetic Justice” brings the 
listener back to reality after an extended flashback from “Bitch, Don’t Kill My Vibe” all the way 
to “Money Trees (feat. Jay Rock),” “Swimming Pools” blurs Kendrick’s reality with its booze-
and-self-loathing-filled haze.  
The distortion of reality in “Swimming Pools” extends into Kendrick’s temporality as 
well. By manipulating the listener’s sense of time, Kendrick amplifies the feeling of 
drunkenness and disorientation. At another point in the song, Kendrick argues with his own 
conscience. His portrayal of this new character involves a nasally, higher-pitched voice that 
sounds the way one’s voice might sound if captured and then played back at a higher speed 
using a tape recorder. This voice stands out against the more familiar deep-voiced Kendrick that 
introduces the chorus at the very start of the song, just after the introduction; if this deeper-
voiced character can also be heard in terms of the tape-playback metaphor, then the voice that 
starts the track would sound slowed-down. Through changing his voice multiple times in this 
song, notably utilizing a much wider range in pitch, Kendrick plays with the listener’s sense of 
time. Kendrick’s higher and lower voices may not be truly sped up or slowed down, but his 
sounding of these shifting temporalities is supported by the sheer number of words spoken in 
each voice. The song’s refrain, sung in the low voice, is made up of a string of two-word 
commands: “Pour up, drank / Head shot, drank / Sit down, drank / stand up, drank / pass 
out, drank / wake up, drank / faded, drank / faded, drank.” By contrast, Kendrick’s 
consciousness raps at full speed: “Okay, now open your mind up and listen to me Kendrick / I 
am your conscience, if you do not hear me then you will be history Kendrick / I know that 
you’re nauseous right now and I’m hoping to lead you to victory Kendrick.” With the 
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underwater sound a constant presence underneath Kendrick’s shifting time, the meaning(s) of 
the underwater sound travel away from Tupac’s broken heart and enter the realm of the utterly 
lost. 
When combing through the intricacies and ambiguities of “Swimming Pools,” the word 
“shot” stands out among the song’s multi-layered signifiers. A shot is both a shot glass full of 
liquor and the action of a bullet exploding out of the barrel of a gun. Liquor that began as self-
administered medicine quickly becomes the venom of peer pressure when Kendrick admits in 
the first verse that “Some people wanna fit in with the popular, that was my problem.” As the 
track continues, gun shots cross over into the semantic space of liquid shots, and the venom of 
peer pressure heralds the venom of the m.A.A.d city, which has its own double meaning: “my 
Angry Adolescence divided” and “my Angel’s on Angel dust.” The double meaning in the 
word shot is teased out through the ambiguity of the words “head shot” in the chorus, and “one 
hundred” and “two hundred shots” in the bridge. At the end of the last verse, Kendrick raps 
“Don’t you feel bad? I’ll probably sleep and never ever wake up. And just when I thought I had 
enough—” right before the start of a skit in which we hear the murder of his friend’s brother. 
The skit leaves the listener with the ultimate sense that Kendrick thought he had enough of not 
just liquor, but violence as well, equating the two vices in a definitive moment for the album. In 
“Swimming Pools,” Kendrick doubts his ability to hold down liquor alongside his decision to 
drink in the first place, exemplifying his expansion of Tupac’s love-centered emotionally 
vulnerable gangsta rap to include feelings of insecurity and doubt. Kendrick’s use of the 
underwater sound to express his self-doubt on “Swimming Pools” demonstrates its expansion 
as a signifier in hip hop at this time, while nonetheless retaining its markedness against his 
reinvented gangsta rap style.  
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The sound of being underwater was made explicit through bubbles and splashes at the 
start of Beyoncé’s song “Hold Up,” which would be released four years after “Swimming 
Pools,” in 2016. Although it is the subject of the next case study in this section, “Hold Up” 
nonetheless serves as a useful comparison here. For example, the sounds of bubbles and 
splashes in “Hold Up” demand the presence of air, but Kendrick denies his listeners the sound 
of oxygen. Like “Hold Up," the music video for “Swimming Pools” contains visuals of its 
protagonist falling slowly into a body of water, but the silence of Kendrick’s fall is disorienting. 
Indeed, Sounwave’s beat for “Swimming Pools” is aurally confusing throughout, muddied by 
seemingly random oscillations between the left and right channels, referred to in this thesis as 
channel shifting, but often also called “panning.”13  
In order to visualize this effect, Figure 4 shows two butterfly wave-form diagrams, in 
which the left channel is displayed on the top half of each graph and the right channel is 
displayed in the bottom half. The first graph is of the introduction to “Hold Up,” and the 
second is the introduction to “Swimming Pools.” Note the clear, even oscillations between the 
left and right channels in “Hold Up,” and the messy, frequent shifts in weight between the left 
and right channels in “Swimming Pools.” The aural effect is reminiscent of the way light looks 
 
13 This effect is only audible when listening to a song in stereo, as it utilizes both the left and right 
speakers separately. Consequently, it is most clearly heard when listening on headphones. While the 
application of this effect is certainly intentional, as is any effect, when discussing this effect as an 
identifying aspect of the underwater sound, questions arise regarding the individual listening experience. 
As a musicologist, I typically listen to music closely, concentrating on factors such as form, 
instrumentation, and production techniques, and thus, I am apt to find an effect like channel shifting 
striking. However, listening experiences are as diverse as musical taste among fans. Someone listening to 
this song at a house party, in the car, or over the radio may or may not hear channel shifting as clearly. 
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as it refracts in all directions and shines on the bottom of a swimming pool; it is constantly 
shifting, yet within the confines of its net-like pattern of bright strands. And, unlike “Hold Up,” 
the chaotic channel shifts continue in the underwater part of the beat throughout the rest of the 
song. It may end up buried under a sharp snare, hi-hat rolls, and a high-pitched melodic line, 
but it never truly leaves the beat. The snare is particularly important, as it occupies the role of 
orienting the listener within the underwater sound in Sounwave’s beat. It is layered in after the 
four-bar introduction along with the deep voice of the chorus, piercing through the fog to reveal 
that they were under water all along.  
Figure 4: Two butterfly wave-forms, with the positive peaks of each representing the left 
channel and the negative peaks of each representing the right channel. The upper 
waveform is the introduction to Beyoncé's "Hold Up” (0.00” to 12.37”), and the lower 
waveform is the introduction to "Swimming Pools (Drank)” (0.00 to 12.37”). The 
displacement in the peaks of these particular waveforms is proportional to the voltage 




The role of “Swimming Pools” in the development of the underwater sound is complex 
and still in flux. Kendrick’s Pulitzer Prize-winning album DAMN. of 2016 may have changed 
gangsta rap in the eyes of white elites and academics, but those that knew Section.80 of 2011 
certainly expected “complexity” and innovation out of good kid, m.A.A.d city. Nonetheless, 
Kendrick’s third reinvention of gangsta rap coincided with a wholly unprecedented reinvention 
of the underwater sound. Whereas Tupac’s “Do For Love” was marked through its simplistic, 
purely romantic love in opposition to his more typical dark, at times even misogynistic and 
violent portrayals of romantic relationships, Kendrick’s “Swimming Pools” is marked through 
its emotional complexity, self-reflection, and critique of the gangsta rap culture to which he 
finds himself drawn.  
Kendrick’s song, as a single, was one of the first songs to use the sound in reference to 
feeling truly underwater, metaphorically drowning in shame and liquor. Four years later, 
Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” would push the metaphorical closer to the edge of the literal with her 
visuals as well. And although the sonic signs of a real-life swimming pool are nowhere to be 
found in “Swimming Pools,” the listener intuits connections between Sounwave’s beat and 
Kendrick’s words, further supported by water splashing visuals throughout the music video. 
While the combination of spectrograms, waveforms, and timbral analysis might help to unravel 
the meanings conveyed by the underwater sound, I make no claim to any singular, universal 
interpretation. Instead, I have analyzed parts of the timbral makeup of “Swimming Pools” in 
order to show how the signifying power of the underwater sound changed from its early years 






Beyoncé Knowles-Carter’s “Hold Up” (2016) 
Beyoncé’s music has crossed multiple genre boundaries over the course of her ongoing 
career. “Hold Up,” from her 2016 visual album Lemonade, was her first song to make use of the 
underwater sound. This case study demonstrates the solidification of the underwater sound as a 
sonic depiction of hearing music while literally underwater. “Hold Up,” as one small part of 
Lemonade, is inseparable from its visual accompaniment, in part because it was initially released 
as a music video before becoming available on audio-only streaming platforms. The music 
video for “Hold Up” begins with Beyoncé fully submerged, swimming through a drowned 
house, until she finally speaks the question she had been too afraid to ask (“Are you cheating on 
me?”), and it unleashes a flood of water behind her upon the start of the song, as shown in 
Figure 5. I also use the beat from “Hold Up” to exemplify the sonic result of applying the low 
pass filter to a sample, and I demonstrate how a music analyst might arrive at the conclusion 
that the low pass filter was applied to a loop during the production process. “Hold Up” is the 
Figure 5: A screenshot from the music video for "Hold Up," 
showing the artist unleashing a flood. 
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first case study in this thesis to check all of the boxes of the underwater sound; it combines 
every aspect of the underwater sound discussed thus far.   
In “Hold Up,” the underwater sound is present only in the first twenty-three seconds of 
the song, before Beyoncé’s entrance. Beyoncé’s uses it to emphasize her escape from the 
underwater sound, or, narratively, from her inability to see the truth of her lover’s infidelity. 
When the crisp, clear airhorn sample interjects the underwater sound of the introduction, it 
helps the listener hear the beat as underwater; once her vocals come in and the underwater 
sound is removed altogether, it is as if the listener is allowed to come up for air. For a singer 
known for melismatic belting alongside driving dance beats, “Hold Up” also stands out as a 
departure from her previous style. The melody sits within a relatively narrow and low range, 
and its contour consists of a repeating downward line. As a black female-identifying artist, 
Beyoncé’s depictions of emotional vulnerability in her music operate under an intersectional set 
of cultural conditions, genre signifiers, and audience expectations, the details of which have 
been discussed at length by popular music scholars (Trier-Bieniek 2016, Burns and Lefrance 
2002, Oware 2018).  
Alongside the lyrics, however, the underwater sound bolsters the emotional complexity 
of “Hold Up” as well. The song begins with a sample-based loop that emphasizes the second 
quarter note of each beat, in a style similar to dancehall. It was sampled from Andy Williams’s 
1963 song “Can’t Get Used to Losing You,” a pop chart-topper that thematically fits within 
“Hold Up’s” dealing with betrayal. A sharp air horn pierces through the instrumental intro 
before Beyoncé’s entrance with a melodic line that descends low into her vocal register. The air 
horn sample is particularly significant, because without the visual accompaniment, the listener 
would not necessarily hear the underwater sound as underwater—the air horn acts as an 
orienting auxiliary sound, alerting the listener to what a normal, or not underwater sound 
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might be. The sound of the air horn cutting through the beat has also served as an audible 
remnant of hip hop’s strong connection to dancehall since hip hop’s early days in the Bronx 
(Chang 2005, Weiss 2013, Lesser 2008). Furthermore, the anger and pain of the song’s lyrics 
contrast against her casual, effortless tone and rhythmically loose delivery of each phrase. 
The beat for the track was produced by Diplo, a Grammy-winning EDM (Electronic 
Dance Music) producer, in 2014, roughly two years before “Hold Up” was released. In an 
interview with another collaborator on “Hold Up,” Ezra Koenig of the indie band Vampire 
Weekend, Koenig described how much of the beat Diplo had already completed before Koenig 
began writing the melody and lyrics for the hook. Koenig stated, “I get there, he [Diplo] plays 
me a bunch of beats – all over the place – and there’s one that I really like. I’m like, ‘what’s that 
one?’ And he’s like ‘Oh that’s just kinda like this loop of this weird old sixties song. He was 
kinda filtering it, but essentially it was just a loop” (Koenig 2016). During this session, Koenig 
recorded a demo of him singing a hook over Diplo’s beat, and eventually Diplo sent this demo 
off to Beyonce. She later produced her own vocals for the track and added other effects and 
samples.  
I postulate that the Williams tune’s “weirdness” per Koenig’s statement demanded 
significant alterations in order to make it sound underwater, or to make it signify on hip hop as 
a genre. Koenig is certainly not able to speak for the beatmaking community as a whole, in that 
what seems “weird” to Koenig is not unanimously weird to all beatmakers. Nonetheless, the 
William’s tune was altered drastically in order to make it fit into the aesthetic criteria of a hip 
hop beat that uses the underwater sound. This is not to say that only certain samples can sound 
like hip hop samples, but rather that a pop song from the 1960s is a relatively uncommon type 
of sample within mainstream hip hop. It should also be noted that Koenig, as the lead of an 
indie pop band, is an outsider to hip hop relative to many of the beatmakers I have discussed in 
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this thesis. Scholars Joseph Schloss, Mark Katz, and Patrick Rivers have discussed the practice 
of crate digging at length and demonstrated the wide variety of genres represented in hip hop 
sampling practice, and I do not wish to undermine their points here (Schloss 2004, Rivers 2014, 
Katz 2012). Rather, I find that Koenig’s labeling of this sample as “weird” lends itself well to the 
underwater sound’s “weirdness” within hip hop culture. Some of the more widely sampled 
genres in hip hop include funk and soul, not so much 1960s pop. Schloss’s study, in particular, 
focuses on a tight-knit community of underground beatmakers, and does not attempt to list a 
set of hard rules that all beatmakers unilaterally follow. Thus, when Schloss argues that 
unaltered loops do not particularly showcase a producer’s talent or creativity more than altered 
loops, his argument refers less to all of beatmaking practice and more to the aesthetic criteria 
followed by a specific set of self-proclaimed “old-school” beatmakers, whose creative decisions 
don’t always fall in line with the mainstream beatmakers at the heart of this thesis. 
The underwater sound is not present within the original sampled song. The crackling of 
microscopic specks of dust on a record under the needle of a turntable, the plucked violins 
blended together with a clean ‘60s electric guitar, and the reverb layered in just enough to feign 
physical space in “Can’t Get Used to Losing You” all contribute to the underwater sound in 
“Hold Up,” and they are all present, however minute, in its final mix. Yet, they do not represent 
the entirety of what makes “Hold Up” sound underwater, because it is the producer’s applied 
aesthetic decisions that bring the underwater sound into being. Comparing spectrograms of 
Andy Williams’s song and “Hold Up” can reveal some of the timbral changes that contribute to 
“Hold Up’s” underwater sound. In Figure 6, the spectrogram of one hit from the backing 
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beat/chord progression of each song are placed side-by-side. The frequencies most present in 
the hit from “Hold Up” reside in the lower register, while “Can’t Get Used to Losing You,” 
spans a much wider range. Therefore, the sample was run through a low pass filter or its digital 
sample rate has been lowered in a DAW.  
Lowering the sample rate of a recording is a beatmaking technique popularized by lo-fi 
beatmakers of the late 2000s.14 When a sound sample is digitized, a computer takes a recording 
 
14 Although nostalgia is not a major player in my work on the underwater sound, it is an aspect of 
beatmaking practice that begs further study. Lowering the sample rate of a track to achieve a lo-fi sound 
or the underwater sound certainly signifies nostalgia for the low-bitrate sound of MP3s which rose to 
prominence in the early 1990s through the 2000s. Music technology’s relationship with aesthetics and 
fidelity has been discussed at length by Jonathan Sterne in his book MP3: The Meaning of a Format (2012, 1-
Figure 6: A Spectrogram comparing a single "hit" from the beat of Beyoncé's "Hold Up" (top, 
3.73” to 4.79”) and the chord progression from Williams's "Can't Get Used to Losing You" 
(bottom, 3.67” to 4.72”). Both hits were extracted from beat two of the respective song’s 
second measure.  
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and records individual data points for a series of moments in the song at regular time intervals, 
essentially cutting the song up into quantifiable pieces. This process is called “sampling,” but is 
not to be confused with the sort of sampling a beatmaker does when they decide on a chunk of 
music to loop or chop. The “sample rate” of a computer or digital audio processing device (a 
mixer, sampler, etc.) is the number of data points, or quantifiable pieces, the computer digitizes 
from the sound. Most music is recorded at a sample rate of 44.1kHz, or 44,100 data points per 
second of audio. Modern technology and software-based DAWs have variable sample rates, so 
that beatmakers can either lower the audio quality (or tell the computer to record fewer data 
points) of an existing analog recording, or sample live sound in hi-definition, allowing for a 
wider range of possible frequencies, including those outside of the range of human hearing. 
When beatmakers lower the sample rate of a recording, they are actually changing the settings 
on their device or within their DAW, often to either 32kHz or 22.05kHz. Figure 7 shows two 
spectrograms of Williams’ “Can’t Get Used to Losing You.” The upper spectrogram visualizes 
the first twenty-five seconds of the song sampled at 44.1kHz, and the lower spectrogram 
visualizes the same section sampled at 22.05kHz. Notice that the version with the reduced 
sample rate is missing frequencies (pitches, sounds) above 11.5Hz.  
The changes in timbre from the Williams sample to Beyoncé’s loop demonstrate the two 
most common methods of producing the underwater effect in a backing beat (lowering the 
sample rate and applying a low-pass filter). However, Diplo was applying these effects to his 
initial loop before the demo was sent to Beyoncé. It was the addition of her own, different 
 
7).  The rise of digital file sharing platforms like Napster and LimeWire brought up a generation of MP3 
collectors that may have included artists like Drake that now use low bitrates in their beats, within or 
without the underwater sound.  
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samples, lyrics, and persona that gave the song its underwater sound. In the same interview 
previously mentioned, Koenig emphasized Beyoncé’s reinvention of the track by stating that: 
When I listen back to the demo, it sounds different to me because she contextualized the 
song. She made this great video where she’s like bashing windows and stuff. And it’s 
also funny, like when I wrote that, it wasn’t directed at anybody. I was just songwriting. 
You know, like there’s Vampire Weekend songs that have very deep meaning to me that 
feel like personal. That one, I was just kind of like songwriting. Like, this is a good hook. 
I wasn’t thinking about anybody in particular. And the idea that those words now are 
contextualized by this album, by the video, by her as a performer and curator, I like it. I 
think it has deeper meaning. […] It really doesn’t feel like my song. She really did bring 
a different resonance and meaning to it. (Koenig 2016) 
 
For example, some of the sounds added in by Beyoncé include the dancehall air horn 
stab sample announcing her presence, a soft wood-block-and-snare percussion track, and a 
Figure 7: Two spectrograms of the beginning of "Can't Get Used to 
Losing You," by Andy Williams (0.00" to 25.45"). The upper spectrogram 
visualizes the song sampled at 44.1kHz, while the lower spectrogram 
visualizes the song sampled at 22.05kHz. 
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deep, slow bass line. The air horn and percussion serve as focal points that reveal to the listener 
that they have been underwater from the start. These focal points are a crucial part of the 
underwater sound’s signifying power; it is not identifiable to the listener unless they can tell 
that the clarity, volume, and attack they expect from hip hop and pop beats is missing. In other 
words, the timbre of the underwater sound is intelligible as underwater through sounding sites 
of difference (the dancehall air horn, the percussion), in the same way that genres are intelligible 
through sites of difference on a larger, socio-cultural scale. 
The visuals Koenig referred to are encompassed within an hour-long visual album and 
were released a week after the full visual album as a stand-alone music video on YouTube. I 
will refer to the music video version here, because it is still (as of January 2021) free to stream on 
YouTube, while the full-length visual album has to be purchased or rented.15 At the start of the 
video, Beyoncé is plunged into water, fully clothed. Her voice is heard reciting spoken word 
poetry partially authored by Warsan Shire, and it is revealed that she is inside of a flooded 
bedroom, swimming toward a four-poster bed. As the poetry continues, the beat of the song to 
come plays softly in the background, accompanied by the occasional sound of bubbles and 
played backwards. Just before the song begins, she opens a set of massive wooden doors into 
the sunlight, followed by a flood. She spends the rest of the music video smiling, dancing down 
a city street, smashing cars, lights, a fire hydrant, and shocking by-standers with her gleeful 
destruction.  
Water plays a large role in the music video for “Hold Up,” giving the underwater sound 
of the song’s backing beat a leading role in the song’s narrative. However, and unlike some of 
the other case studies to be discussed in this thesis, the underwater sound persists through the 
 
15 You can stream the music video for Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” here: https://youtu.be/PeonBmeFR8o. 
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entire song. The underwater sound’s persistence in “Hold Up” signifies a dulling of the senses 
in response to emotional trauma. The lyrics of “Hold Up” are bitter and angry, yet her verbal 
descriptions of pain are not reflected aurally in her lilting singing voice or visually as she skips 
through town in the music video. The underwater sound here signals to the audience that her 
words and actions are mismatched, or in conflict with each other. This is further supported by 
the poetry supplied in small part by Somali poet Warsan Shire, whose work deals with themes 
of displacement, healing after trauma, family life, and war. The lines Beyoncé extracts from 
Shire’s “For Women Who are Difficult to Love” are accusatory: “And you tried to change, 
didn’t you? Closed your mouth more, tried to be softer, prettier, less volatile, less awake” (Shire 
2012). It is worth noting that Beyoncé omits the line “less volatile;” she threatens her lover’s life 
multiple times, and her words are at the edge of her emotional breaking point. Furthermore, the 
initial, both caring and condescending question of “And you tried to change, didn’t you?” was 
abstracted from the end of a particularly powerful verse: “Frightening in the way that you want 
him and ashamed and sacrificial, he tells you that no man can live up to the one who lives in 
your head. And you tried to change, didn’t you?” (Shire 2012). Shire is known for her poetry 
about displacement, trauma, and family. Her work is richly descriptive and appeals to all of the 
reader’s senses, yet Beyoncé-through-Shire’s emotion is suppressed and muted by the 
underwater sound.  
In this case study, I argued that mainstream female hip hop and pop artist Beyoncé’s use 
of the underwater sound signified upon emotional vulnerability, but still stands out from her 
the emotional vulnerability already present in her work through the addition of sonic signifiers 
that mask her rage, feigning numbness as a coping mechanism. In this sense, “Hold Up” is most 
similar to my case study on Kendrick’s “Swimming Pools (Drank),” even though Beyoncé’s 
façade is marked by her intersectional identity as a black woman. Indeed, the disconnect 
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between Kendrick’s feelings and actions is not necessarily surprising within his oeuvre the way 
it is for Beyoncé; he has been known since the start of his career as a rapper to adopt multiple 
personas in his music (Bungert 2019, Linder 2018). Furthermore, the timbral signifiers of the 
underwater sound in Beyoncé’s “Hold Up” illustrate the differences in signifying themes when 
a sample has effects applied to it in order to create the underwater sound, versus when a loop is 
synthesized, and thus the underwater sound is essentially built in (granted that the presence of 
a sample-based loop is markedly audible, as it is in “Hold Up,” and was demonstrated in the 
case study by quoting of discussions of the sample’s origins in popular discourse on the song). 
In conclusion, “Hold Up” demonstrates that by 2016, the underwater sound took on its own 
distinct set of signs in mainstream music.  As part of the visual album Lemonade, the underwater 
sound on “Hold Up” signifies the mask she wears to hide her inner rage. The next and last case 
study analyzes a recent hip hop song in which the underwater sound signifies upon a set of 
signs further expanded to include drug use and addiction, and existential and religious crisis.  
 
Mac Miller’s “Self Care” (2018) 
A convenient coincidence in Mac Miller’s “Self Care” serves as an entry point here to my 
final case study in mainstream hip hop’s use of the underwater sound: twenty-five seconds into 
“Self Care,” the listener hears a robotic Erykah Badu sing the word “dollars” in a short sample 
from Badu’s song “On & On,” taken from the line “I was born underwater, with three dollars 
and six dimes.” Badu’s lyrics carry interpretive weight within the exhausted optimism of “On & 
On,” with having been born underwater possibly signifying having been born under a glass 
ceiling. Stripped from that context in Miller’s sample, the word “dollars” could sound to some 
like no more than the classic hip hop trope. But, when taking into account the context of “Self 
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Care’s” underwater sound, which is heard most easily in the introduction as the synthesized 
chord progression that fades in and out of the mix, Badu’s word retains its multi-layered 
implications.  This case study is the most recent of the five in this thesis, and as such 
demonstrates how the underwater sound has endured as a signifier of emotional vulnerability 
vis-à-vis heartbreak, yet continues to evolve, gathering new signs under the umbrella of 
emotional vulnerability such as coping, numbness, and addiction. These three signs are 
particularly significant in hip hop history, in that they are relatively new additions to the genre; 
this point will be discussed in further detail in this case study and the conclusion to follow 
(Kresovich et. al 2021). Miller’s “Self Care” also illustrates another audio effect commonly used 
to produce the underwater sound’s timbre: frequency shifting. As the culmination of all five 
case studies, “Self Care” also demonstrates all the audio effects discussed thus far at the same 
time, providing a diagram that visually exemplifies the timbral makeup of the underwater 
sound as outlined in this thesis.  
Similar to other case studies in this thesis, the beat for “Self Care” was not written or 
produced by Miller himself, but in this case by DJ Dahi. Whether Miller or Dahi made the 
creative decision to include the Badu sample effectively does not matter for this case study; 
Miller and Dahi combined are the face of “Self Care” in my analysis of its underwater-
sounding. And although Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools” deals explicitly with alcohol 
addiction, I use “Self Care” to explain the underwater sound’s link to addiction and generalized 
numbness because it has taken center stage in discourse on Mac Miller’s musical career. For 
example, in an interview with Larry King focused on his 2015 album GO:OD AM, which Miller 
described as “a breath of fresh air,” he stated that, “a lot of the music I had done recently was a 
little darker, and sad, depressing, if you will” (Miller 2017). Before having passed away from an 
accidental drug overdose in 2018, Miller struggled with addiction over the course of his entire 
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musical career, and depression and drug use have been prevalent themes in his lyrics 
throughout his unfortunately short career. Therefore, relating Miller’s lyrics on drug use to the 
underwater sound of Dahi’s beat is not intended to imply that Dahi shared Miller’s struggle 
with drug addiction or general views on drug use.  
 “Self Care” is the fifth track on Swimming, and it was released just over a month before 
Miller passed. The song is split into two contrasting sections, with the first one labeled “Self 
Care” and the second labeled “Oblivion” (in the album’s liner notes). Throughout his career, 
Miller’s lyrics reflected his ambivalence on the merits and downfalls of drug use. In “Self Care,” 
Miller raps, “I been losin’ my mind, yeah. Get the fuck out the way, must be this high to play. It 
must be nice up above the lights and what a lovely life that I made,” and then contradicts this 
view on drug use in “Oblivion,” rapping, “didn’t know what I was missin’, now I see a little 
different. I was thinkin’ too much, got stuck in oblivion.” His ambivalence and general lyrical 
ambiguity on this song relays an overall dulling of his thoughts and senses, not unlike the 
feeling of being physically underwater. The numbness of being underwater is metaphorical in 
Miller’s sounding underwater for the sake of describing the relaxation and dulled senses that 
come with getting high or drunk.  
Miller’s ambivalence on drugs stands out in the history of hip hop, in the same way that 
Lamar’s themes of peer pressure and alcoholism stand out in the history of gangsta rap (Chang 
2005, Quinn 2005, Keyes 1998, Kitwana 1994, Rose 1994). Miller by no means started the 
relatively recent trend towards drugs-as-coping-mechanism in hip hop lyrics, but his music has 
certainly pushed the overall trend into the mainstream. This trend arose out of the widely 
observed growing emphasis on mental health in rap lyrics. For example, a study published in 
the Journal of the American Medical Association: Pediatrics, by Alex Kresovich at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill concluded that “references to mental health struggles have 
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increased significantly in popular rap music from 1998 to 2018” (Kresovich et. al 2021). When 
Tupac’s “Do For Love” was released in 1997, for example, mainstream hip hop’s relationship 
with drugs was widely equated with the way drugs were treated in gangsta rap lyrics. During 
the Reagan-Bush era, drug use was heavily criminalized via the “War on Drugs,” and capital 
punishment for drug charges spiked through the “three strikes law,” in which someone’s third 
felony drug conviction would result in a life sentence without parole. Because of the racist 
rhetoric surrounding gangsta rap’s supposed glorification of drug dealing, drug use (and by 
extension drug arrests and three-strikes convictions) were racialized and bolstered anti-black 
police violence (Kelley 1996, Davis 2003, Kitwana 1994). The cultural conditions that led to 
Tupac’s lyrics on drug use are vastly different from those that led to Miller’s. Mainstream hip 
hop has long since diversified its treatment of drugs to include the negative effects of drug use 
on one’s mind and body, and the negative effects of the black-market drug trade on one’s 
community. The underwater sound has, in turn, come to play a significant role among the 
various aural signifiers of drug use in music. For example, rappers such as XXXTenacion, Joey 
Bada$$, and Travis Scott have used the underwater sound in recent releases to depict the feeling 
of being high.16 The underwater sound disorients the listener through shifting frequently 
between the left and right channels, it muffles what would otherwise be crisp with lowered 
sample rates, low pass filters, and sonic fuzz, and it provides auxiliary sounds to orient the 
listener within its disoriented space.  
“Self Care” demonstrates frequency shifting’s place in the underwater sound’s canon of 
beat production technique. Frequency shifting is one of the timbral aspects of the underwater 
sound that signifies upon the nostalgia-laden sound of the vibrator on a vibraphone, for 
 




example, or the Chelsea Cabinet in a Hammond Organ, both of which were featured in funk 
and soul. A distinct technique from pitch shifting, frequency shifting adjusts all of the 
frequencies in a signal or sample either up or down, and the frequency changed can be made to 
glissando in and out of the target pitch or it can be set as an instantaneous change. Pitch 
shifting, on the other hand, is most commonly associated with effects like autotune, and shifts 
the fundamental frequency of a signal or sample up[?] or down according to the harmonic 
organization of the song: i.e., within certain scale degrees, chord tones, octaves, etc. “Self Care” 
exemplifies the use of a frequency shifter in part because it is set to cycle up and down evenly, 
but not in time with the music, and is thus clearly visible on a spectrogram. Frequency shifting 
in other instances of the underwater sound, for example in Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools 
(Drank),” occurs slowly and without regard for aligning the audible rises and fall in pitch at the 
start of each loop, making it sound as if the Sounwave (the beatmaker on “Swimming Pools”) 
applied the frequency shifter to the sample before looping it. At the same time, Beyoncé’s “Hold 
Up” doesn’t apply a frequency shifter, and instead replaced this revolving sound with clear, 
even cycles from the left to right channels. Once again, the underwater sound can always be 
Figure 8: A spectrogram of Mac Miller's "Self Care" (0.00” to 
15.48”). Notice the literal waves in the frequency range between 
1,500 and 5,000Hz. 
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created through a varying combination of the effects discussed in this thesis – I focus on some 
more so than others because they are more easily audible to the untrained ear and easier to 
visualize on a spectrogram.  
Figure 8 is a spectrogram of the first 24 bars of Miller’s “Self Care.” The frequency 
shifting is most easily seen in the frequency range of roughly 1,500Hz to 5,000Hz; it looks like a 
cross section of ripples in water. Frequency shifting is similar to the application of noise to 
create the underwater effect in that its visualization on a spectrogram looks intuitively like the 
way you might draw that sort of sound. Noise looks like the salt-and-pepper screen on an old 
television when it is lost in a static-filled signal, and frequency shifting looks like the waves we 
Figure 9: A Spectrogram of the introduction to Kendrick Lamar's "Swimming Pools (Drank)" 
(0.00” to 21.68”). Notice the much more shallow, but still present, frequency shifting in this 
visualization in the frequency range from 500 to 1,500Hz, and really only visible in the very 
beginning of the song, before the percussion and vocals enter, seen here as sharp spikes of 
red that reach beyond the frequency range visualized. 
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hear in pitch, falling smoothly up and down. Figure 9 is a spectrogram of Kendrick Lamar’s 
“Swimming Pools (Drank),” and while frequency shifting is present, it is much more difficult to 
spot, because the waves are shallower in Lamar’s underwater effect than in Miller’s. In both 
instances, it is important to note that spectrograms visually obscure aspects of this music that 
are very obviously audible. For example, the frequency-shifted beat is present in both “Self 
Care” and “Swimming Pools (Drank)” throughout the entirety of the songs, but because 
sharper, clearer sounds that occupy a wider frequency range enter the mix after the initial 
underwater introduction, the subtleties of the visualized frequency shifting is obscured under a 
sea of bright red. 
To summarize, Mac Miller’s “Self Care” demonstrates the new set of signifiers taken on 
by the underwater sound through the late 2010s, after it entered the mainstream. While 
Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools (Drank)” used the underwater sound to signify 
drunkenness, numbness, and shame, “Self Care’s” underwater sound is more direct. By 2018, 
when “Self Care” was released, the underwater sound had become specific and distinct in its 
own right. The expansion of emotional vulnerability in hip hop to include coping with  
 addiction, depression, and existential crises has gone hand in hand with the growth in  
popularity of the underwater sound, one of emotional vulnerability’s sonic signifiers. With my 
analysis of “Self Care” taken into account (in which I position the song as an exemplifier of the 
underwater sound’s new meanings in mainstream hip hop), the simultaneous growth of 
emotionally vulnerable lyrics and the underwater sound in hip hop cannot be reduced to mere 




The underwater sound acts like a veil between the artist and their audience; while it 
does make the beat sound literally obscured or muffled, it also distorts or even disguises the 
feeling and general vibe of a song’s lyrics, as well. I first conceived of this project before the 
COVID-19 pandemic struck the world in March 2020, but since everyone has begun to feel cut 
off from reality via isolation and quarantine, it has taken on new relevance. Between spring 
2020 and mid 2021 the underwater sound’s presence in mainstream music has grown. For 
example, Taylor Swift and Ariana Grande have both used it on songs dealing with feelings of 
hopelessness during the pandemic.17 Put simply, the underwater sound has staked out its claim 
in mainstream popular music and seems to be sticking around. 
This thesis is intended to contribute new ways of thinking through beatmaking practice, 
and the cultural history of sonic signifiers, to the field of musicology. Over the course of five 
case studies, I have argued that the underwater sound is not only a distinct, audible timbre, but 
that it is a significant part of hip hop’s lexicon of styles. Tupac Shakur’s “Do For Love” served 
as an example of an early use of the underwater sound, having been produced long before the 
term had even entered beatmaking discourse. I used Shakur’s song to illustrate how the 
underwater sound took on meaning in opposition to the normative lyrical and beatmaking 
styles of gangsta rap, the dominant hip hop sub-genre during the time it was released. My 
second case study, Kendrick Lamar’s “Swimming Pools (Drank)” skipped ahead to the 2010s, 
after Drake had already claimed figurative ownership over the underwater sound. Through a 
close analysis of the timbral and lyrical characteristics of “Swimming Pools,” I argued that not 
 




only was the underwater sound gathering new meanings within its “ecology of signs” such as 
numbness, but that it continued to sound even through Kendrick’s reinvention of gangsta rap, 
and in turn, the underwater sound’s sites of difference. Finally, Mac Miller’s “Self Care” 
illustrated the underwater sound’s place among newer themes of mental illness, drug addiction, 
and existential crisis in mainstream hip hop. 
The account of techniques used to create the underwater sound is intended here to 
further the discipline’s understanding of beatmaking aesthetics. The practices and effects 
discussed in this thesis include the use of the low-pass filter, frequency shifting, the application 
of noise, wet reverb, and channel shifting. Although these techniques comprise only a small 
portion of the options afforded to beatmakers by the wealth of audio production technology on 
the market, both physical and software-based, they have all yet to be discussed in detail in 
studies of beatmaking and hip hop until now. If anything, the relative novelty of this project’s 
discussion of beatmaking practice highlights the ongoing need for musicologists that have 
experience producing hip hop. I have made a conscious effort to engage with and build upon 
the work of scholars who study beatmaking practice, such as Joseph Schloss, Joseph Ewoodzie, 
and Patrick Rivers, but they are still few and far between even within the field of hip hop 
studies.  
In October of 2020, Virtual Studio Technology released a plugin for most major DAWs 
(excluding ProTools) called “Thenatan Prolugin Underwater,” which featured a cartoon of 
rapper Drake’s head floating above a water.18 As the beatmaker gradually applies the effect to 
their mix, the water level rises, fed by cartoon Drake’s tears. Advertised as “The quickest way to 
 




create that ‘40/Drake style,’ Underwater effect,” the software initially costed $50 to download, 
but its price later dropped to $12.50. “Thenatan Prolugin Underwater” illustrates the 
significance and ubiquity of the underwater sound; not only were beatmakers willing to pay 
money to make creating the underwater sound easier in their DAWs despite the body of free 
tutorials to create the sound on YouTube, but the term underwater was included in its title 
alongside its hilarious reference to Drake and his reputation for emotionally vulnerable music. 
The underwater sound is a compositional category used by beatmakers to manipulate timbre in 
their work in order to convey meaning; it demonstrates that a musician can make decisions 
about timbre outside of the classical music-centric composition parameters of instrumentation, 
dynamics, and articulation.  
 





beat: The term beat is used in this thesis in two ways. First, to describe the literal beat of a song, 
typically manifested in the regular thump of the bass line. Second, as a synonym for the entire 
instrumental portion of a song, and at times even to describe an entire song of instrumental hip 
hop. For example, the first “song” on J Dilla’s album Donuts, “Workinonit,” is widely referred to 
as the first beat on the album. A beatmaker today would say that they “sent a few beats over” to 
someone when they’re trying to either catch a record deal or find someone to write a rap verse 
along to their pre-recorded beat.  
 
beatmaker, beatmaking: A musician that creates instrumental tracks typically for hip hop and 
pop, separate from the vocal tracks, and often audible as a distinct portion of a song’s final mix; 
or, the act of creating an instrumental track typically within the genres of hip hop and pop. 
While there may be live instruments involved in the beatmaking process, it most often takes 
place entirely digitally, using equipment like samplers, mixers, drum machines, synthesizers, 
and computers with an installed DAW such as Ableton, ProTools, or FL (Fruity Loops) Studio. 
In online discourse, the term “beatmaker” is often used interchangeably with “producer,” and 
“beatmaking” with “producing.” 
 
channel: In a stereo recording, there are two channels: the left and right. Streaming services 
such as Spotify and Apple Music allow subscribers to listen in either mono or stereo, and the 
ongoing prevalence of headphones in American listening practice allows for stereo recording to 
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live on as a manipulatable feature. The underwater sound often shifts between the left and right 
channels to contribute to a general sense of confusion when listening with headphones.  
 
chop: In his 2014 dissertation titled “The Mad Science of Hip Hop: History, Technology, and 
Poetics of Hip Hop’s Music, 1975-1991,” Patrick Rivers outlines three different types of samples 
in sample-based beat production: the loop, chop, and stab. Chops are typically less than one 
measure long chunks of music that are repeated, but not always end-to-end like a loop, and 
function as auxiliary sounds in a sample-based arrangement. Like “loop” and “stab,” I use the 
term to refer to repeated auxiliary sounds, synthesized or samples, in a beat that function or 
have significance outside of the main “loop” of a beat. 
 
DAW: Acronym for digital audio workstation. Although any digital audio mixing equipment 
could technically be a DAW, the acronym is widely used to refer to software-based audio 
workstations. DAWs came into prominence along with the rise of personal computers in the 
1990s and radically changed the allowances of music production technology.  
 
lo-fi: Shorthand for “low fidelity.” Although the term “lo-fi” carries different meaning outside 
of beatmaking circles, it refers to a sun-genre of hip hop and hip hop beats that re-creates the 
sound of 1970s, 80s, and 90s production technology, particularly before the rise of DAWs, to 
beatmakers.  
 
loop: The loop comprises the main “body” of a sample-based beat, and typically features the 
longest sample of the three types, played on repeat throughout the song in question. I also use 
“loop” to refer to the repeated sections of any beat (sample-based, synthesized, or any 
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combination of the two) because it best describes the function of the repeated section in 
beatmaking practice.  
 
low pass filter: A filter that cuts out any sounding frequencies above a set threshold. For 
example, a wall between two people speaking produces a similar effect by only allowing the 
low frequencies of speech to pass through the wall to the other person. The low pass filter has 
recently become pseudo-synonymous with the underwater sound, demonstrated by the 
abundance of beatmaking tutorials labeled “underwater low pass filter effect.”  
 
noise: The noise referred to in this thesis is the exact kind that recording engineers fought to 
eliminate in the analog recording days of the 1950s and 60s. It is not specifically white noise, or 
noise of any particular color. Lo-fi beatmakers typically have a library of pre-recorded noise 
samples that they mix together with a hi-fi recording in order to mimic the sound of a crackling 
record or hissing tape deck. Musicologists have studied noise as a concept in great length and 
depth, how it marks certain sounds as undesirable over others, and its nature as a social 
construct. This thesis does not ignore this history, but instead elects to treat noise the way hip 
hop beatmakers do: as a specific category of pre-recorded sound typically applied as an effect.  
 
reverb: Short hand for reverberation, this term literally refers to the endless echoes of a sound 
produced by its reflection off various surfaces in the space the sound was produced. In 
beatmaking circles, reverb can be already present in a sample or be applied to a sample during 
the production process. The reverb I refer to in this thesis is consistently digital reverb, created in 
a DAW and then applied to a sample to mimic, for example, the sound of echo in a massive 
stone cavern. One of the characteristics of the underwater sound is extremely wet digital reverb. 
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For the sake of example: there might be a certain amount of reverb applied to a pop song to 
make it sound like it was recorded in a normal-sounding room (i.e., not an acoustically treated 
studio), then there is the kind of reverb that might be mapped onto a recording of classical 
music to make it sound like it was recorded in a massive cathedral. Either kind of reverb sounds 
natural because of the nature of its respective musical genre. When the hyper-wet reverb you 
would expect to hear in a cathedral is used in hip hop to produce the underwater sound, it 
sounds unnatural because of the nature of the genre. 
 
sample rate: Digitizing an audio signal requires that signal to be split up into a list of short 
moments, technically referred to as samples (distinct from the sample that a beatmaker might 
loop to create a hip hop beat). The higher sample rate a digital audio device has, the higher 
fidelity sound it will be able to reproduce. Lowering the sample rate of a recording degrades its 
fidelity, and is an oft-used technique in creating the underwater sound, bearing in mind that 
fidelity of course does not reduce to its physical or measurable properties.  
 
stab: The stab is an extremely short sample, used almost exclusively as an auxiliary or even 
novelty sound, that stands out within a beat arrangement. An example mentioned in this thesis 
is the air horn sample in Beyoncé’s “Hold Up.” Although Rivers uses the terms loop, chop, and 
stab to discuss exclusively sample-based beats, I use the terms in my analysis of synthesized 
beats as well, because they best explain the function of certain sounds within a hip hop beat. 
 
track: In this thesis, this term refers to the separate tracks used to manipulate individual parts in 
a recording. Although CDs have not yet been completely outmoded (cars still come with CD 
players, for example), few beatmakers refer to their final, completed songs as tracks the way a 
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CD might have ten tracks. When referring to individual tracks, it’s best to imagine their 
organization the way they would be visually represented in a DAW: as horizontal bars, running 
temporally from left to right, often with the sound represented visually as a waveform within 
its bar.  
 
wet and dry: A wet sound is one that has an effect applied to it; a dry sound is the sound 
without any effect applied. Beatmakers commonly refer to the un-effected (i.e., already clipped 
and/or looped but with no filters, reverb, or excess noise applied) sample as the dry sample. 
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